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This manual describes the GONIAT desktop program, version 3.5.1

The installation package can be downloaded from http://www.goniat.org/goniat_desktop.html.

After downloading, extract the installation archive to a local folder. Start the installation by executing Setup.exe. The installation program sets up GONIAT on your computer. After installation you may safely delete the installation files.
The GONIAT data stored in a database, composed of a number of tables, each containing records of a specific kind. The most prominent tables contain taxa data, publications data and layers data. To represent the hierarchical nature of taxonomic as well as geographic information, records in the tables Categories for taxa and Localities for layers represent the different levels within those hierarchies. Some complementary information is stored in the tables Authors and Boundaries.

Taxa records and Layers records reference records in the other tables and combine them to a complete data set.

The database also allows for cross references between some types of records. Basically, there are three such associations, namely between taxa and publications, between taxa and layers and between publications and layers.

If GONIAT is started, the GONIAT main window is shown.

The program window contains a menu bar and a toolbar at the top. The center area initially shows a window with the database structure. To view a list of records within a table, click on the table name in the tree view.
The table to the right of the tree view shows all records in that table. After clicking a row in the table, the status bar shows the number of records within the table.

Table columns can be resized and reordered. To resize a column, move the mouse to the space between two column headers, where the mouse pointer changes its shape. Then use Drag & Drop to resize the column. To reorder the columns click inside a column header and move to the desired position in the table using Drag & Drop.

Tables are always automatically sorted according to the two left-most columns. To change the sort order, just place the desired columns at the very left of the table.

To open a record for viewing, double-click on the corresponding table row. This will open a new window containing the record details.
The buttons at the bottom of the record window allow access to additional information, such as the memo field, images and associations with other records. The view the information click on the corresponding button. The window expands downwards to show the information.
The buttons can also be double-clicked. In this case, a new window is opened to show the information.
Where a button with three dots is shown next to a field, the field is a reference to another record and shows information from that record. In the above example, the field Suborder, Superfamily, Family, Subfamily, etc, each reference a record from the Categories table. When the button is clicked, the referenced record is opened in a new window.
Customizing GONIAT

Customization options are available in the **Options** menu.

With the **Toolbars**... menu item, the appearance of tool bar buttons can be adapted such that a text is displayed instead of icons or in combination with the tool icons.
Editing a record

When a record window has been opened, its field are locked by default. This is to prevent accidental modifications.

To allow modifications to record field, press the **Edit** button on the tool bar. Fields are then unlocked for editing.

Text and number field can be directly written into. Options fields can be changed by pressing the arrow button next to the field, which will open a drop down menu with available choices.

To change the linked record in reference field, press the button next to the field.

This will open a list with possible entries in a new window. Select an appropriate with the mouse and use Drag&Drop to move the selected record out of the selection window onto the underlying form.
Once the mouse reaches the form area, the selection list is closed automatically and gives access to the whole form. Now, you can move the mouse to the appropriate reference field and drop the selected record onto the field. The field contents will be updated with the new content.
Editing a record

Note, that the program does not necessarily enforce, that a the reference selection is meaningful. It is up to the user to select an appropriate record from the selection list. In above example, the user has to make sure, that records of the corresponding categories are selected in to the fields.

Once, your are finished with your modifications, press the Save button to save the changes to the database.

Editing a note

To edit a note, first open the note to be edited by clicking the Note button at the bottom of the form window.

The window will expand downwards and display the note.
Then press the **Edit** button on the tool bar at the top of the program window. The program switches to edit mode and allows to edit the note text. When finished, press the **Save** button to save the modified note to the database.

**Editing associations**

To edit associations of a record, first open the associations window by pressing the appropriate button at the bottom of the form window.

Here, the buttons for the associations to publications and layers from the Taxon record window are shown. If the publications button is pressed, a list with existing associations is shown in the expanded window.
You can now add new associations or delete existing associations.

To add an association either press the **New Record** button on the top toolbar or press the right mouse button inside the list.
In the menu, select **New record**. This will open a selection list as described before in connection with reference fields. Analogously, a record can be dragged from the selection list into the association list. When the record is dropped, the association is immediately added to the database.

To delete a selected record from the associations list, use the menu item **Delete records** from the context menu. A message will show up, which lets you confirm the deletion or cancel the operation.
Creating a taxon record

Before creating a new taxon record, be sure to set up required records in other tables as described in section Prerequisites.

Once the necessary data for categories, author and boundaries has been added, a new taxon record is added by pressing the button 'New Record' while viewing the Taxa table. This will open an empty taxon form window.

![Taxon Form](image)

While some of the fields can be freely edited (TaxNo, Rec, Species, Qualifier, Pictures, Pages (right of Author), Valid) others are association fields with a button next to it. By pressing the button, a selection window with possible entries is opened, from where a specific record can be selected by dragging it on the appropriate form field. Note, that if the form field is covered by the selection window, you may simply drag the selected record out of the selection window, which will close the selection window and give free access to the underlying form. For more information on association fields refer to section Editing associations.

**TaxNo** - a unique record number. To see all used record numbers, change the sort order of the Taxa table to TaxNo by dragging the column to the very left of the table. You can determine the next free Taxno by moving to the bottom of the table.

**Rec** - initials and date of the editing person in the format xxx-dd/mm/yy, where xxx are the initials of the editor (jku = Jürgen Kullmann, dko = Dieter Korn). Unfortunately this field has not been used consistently.

**Suborder, Superfamily, Family, Subfamily, Genus, Subgenus, Nomspecies** - associated Category records. Obviously, not all of these fields have to be filled. Also, it is possible to create taxon records, which contain the detail description any of the categories in the hierarchy, by associating the categories just down a certain level.

- The user has to make sure, that the category fields are filled consistently with respect to the category structure (see Prerequisites). The program does not do any consistency checking here. The user has to take care not to associate wrong category types and categories, that are not properly related through their 'Superior category' associations.
Creating a taxon record

A valid structure with proper associations from a taxon record may look like this:

Species - text field

Qualifier - Options fields

Pictures - numeric field, denoting the number of available figures, which are connected to this record. The program can handle up to 3 pictures, which are accessible through the toolbar on the bottom of the form window. The actual pictures are added by placing them in the folder Bitmap within the GONIAT folder. The bitmap file name must be TAXn,BMP, where n is the TaxNo. The GONIAT program currently only supports the BMP bitmap format.

Author - an association field relating to an Author record.

Pages - text field for adding year and pages information for the reference publication from the original author

Lower boundary, upper boundary - association fields connecting to records from the Boundaries table.

Prerequisites

Since a taxon record refers a number of records from other tables, it might be necessary to set up these records beforehand. Namely, these records are Category records, an Author record and Boundary records. In many cases however, the required records will already exist in the database. In this case, the existing records are used for the associations. As a general rule, before adding a taxon record, one should check the database for the required Category, Author and Boundary records. If any of those are missing, they need to be created first.

Categories

The records in the Categories table represent the levels within the taxonomical hierarchy and are set up in a hierarchical fashion. Each record refers to its parent in the hierarchy, so that they build a tree structure, which corresponds to the taxonomical hierarchy.
Creating a taxon record

It is up to the user to take care of the consistency of this structure, i.e. the system will not check, if category types are valid etc.

Author

Adding an author record is straight-forward. Go to the authors table, press New Record and fill first and last name field. Finally, press the Save Record button. Make sure, that each author is stored only once in the database. To facilitate multiple authors in the Author field of a taxon record, one may enter multiple last names in the the corresponding field, e.g. 'Archiac & Verneuil' or 'Bartzsch et al.' Use underscore characters in place of white spaces. This form of multiple author was necessary to work around a flaw in the data model, where there is only an author reference allowed for taxa records, where it should have been an association with a literature record.

Boundaries

The structure of boundary records is also quite simple. They consist of three text fields and a numeric fields containing the age in million years.

Adding a note

Refer to Editing a note to see how a note is added to a record.
Adding figures

To add figures to a record is a two-step process:

1.) Set the **Pictures** field to the number of available bitmap files.

2.) Place the bitmap files in the folder **Bitmap**. Their names must follow the naming convention for figures, which means that the file name is made up of 'TAX' and the TaxNo. If there is more than one bitmap file for a specific record, a letter is added to the name for all following files, starting with 'A' (Example: TAX100.BMP, TAX100A.BMP, TAX100B.BMP). Currently a maximum of three bitmap files per record is supported.

Adding associations

Taxon records can have an arbitrary number of associations with literature and locality records. To be able to set up these associations, it is necessary to create the literature and localities records beforehand. When the records to be associated to each other exist in the database, it makes no difference, which of the two records is used to set up the association. This means, the an association e.g. between a taxon record and a literature record can either be set up in the literature list of the taxon record or the taxa list of the literature record.

Refer to *Editing associations* to see how an association is added to a record.
Creating a literature record

To be completed.
Creating a locality record

To be completed.
Searching

To be completed.
Creating selection lists

To be completed.
Printing

To be completed.
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